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A photobook is a book that is being viewed 
                because of the photographs inside. In the world of photography, photographic books
                are widely referred to simply as photobooks, which is why this is the term of choice 
adopted here. Of course, you can treat any book that contains photographs this way. However, 
even though someone might appreciate, say, a cookbook for its images, most people would 
probably look at it specifically because of its recipes. Unlike most books, producing a photobook 
begins with the photographs; everything else, which might include copious amounts of text, is 
added later. ̕  Jörg Colberg, Introduction, What Is a Photobook?
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                                                                The cultural status of printed media is extremely dynamic 
right now, but it also goes back and forth. I would describe the book of today as a medium that 
has been liberated from the need to transport information. ̕ Bernhard Cella, ...more real than 
artˌThe art of assembling
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                                                                                      What do Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Paine, 
Alexander von Humboldt, Edgar Allan Poe, Mark Twain, George Bernard Shaw, Rudyard 
Kipling, Gertrude Stein, Upton Sinclair, D. H. Lawrence, Ezra Pound, and T. S. Eliot have in 
common? They were self-publishers. This list could be enlarged with an endless number of 
less prominent names, and I only mention them to disperse a common assumption, that self-
publishing is an option for authors who are not good enough to be taken on by established 
publishers. Artists publishing their own books face a predicament: while self-publishing is often 
considered to be the confession of failure, the artists book itself seems to epitomize the perfectly 
autonomous, self-determined work. ̕ Joachim Schmid, From My Skull

                                                                                                                 Photographically illustrated 
publications, photographers books, photobookworks, or just photobooks have become 
increasingly popular in recent years and occupy a central place in contemporary photography. 
Despite the crisis of the publishing industry and the rise of the eBook, more photobooks than 
ever before are produced, read, traded, and collected. Independent publishing and self-publishing 
of booksˌas well as fanzinesˌhave become a phenomenon that has had a considerable impact 
on contemporary culture. ̕ Moritz Neumüller, By the Book
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The death of the physical book has been widely predicted, but this seems only to have spurred 
a new interest in making books on the part of photographers. ̕ Gerry Badger, Between the 
Novel and the Film: A Brief History of the Photobook
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 Today, the photobook has never 
                       been in quite such rude good health. That is to say, almost every photographer of 
                       ambition wants to make photobooks. A noted book is a calling card, and can 
successfully launch a career , so most are willing to pay for the privilege of publishing, if necessary. 
̕ Gerry Badger, Between the Novel and the Film: A Brief History of the Photobook

In conclusion, the artists publication is an object by an author who is no longer unique, 
the work is not signed, distribution is reinvented for every object, the roles of artist, graphic 
designer, author, editor, and collector are sometimes played by the same person, the management 
is collective, and the content is not specialized. Despite the variety of dispositifs and practices, 
four constants seem to unite these publishers classified as authors:
// The extension of the artistic practice to its derivative activities: curatorial, editorial, and                 
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How on earth am I going to be able to make a photobook?

                                                                                                                 The first thing you must do is 
demystify the idea of the photobook. As soon as you demolish every single convention about 
what a photobook should be, you will free yourself to dream up something new, exciting, andˌ
most importantˌcompletely doable. 
[]
The question here should really be: how on earth could I not make a photobook? 
̕ Bruno Ceschel, Self Publish, Be Happy Manual

                                                                                         distribution, and collection- and research-related.
// The challenging of cultural borders by establishing relations between previously isolated 
artistic and scientific domains: poetry, literature, sound, visual arts, video, digital art, 
architecture, graphic arts, social sciences, etc.
// The creation of editorial teams as networks based upon intellectual proximity and language, 
and increasingly less so on geography.
// The invention of an economic model defined by the distribution that is characteristic of each 
publication, the suppression of inventory (through print on demand, co-editions, established 
fan networks, etc.), the organizations of events for dissemination. ̕ Sylvie Boulanger, The 
Phenomenon of Micro-edition: A Silk Road
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